1. Q. In Swim Team by Johnnie Christmas, where does Bree see Mr. Oleary's hairy chicken legs?
   A. Underwater OR in the pool OR in the deep end (pg. 102)

2. Q. In The Midnight Children by Dan Gemeinhart, what unwanted nickname does Donnie use to taunt Ravani?
   A. Ravioli (pg 45)

3. Q. In Flor and Miranda Steal the Show by Jennifer Torres, what fair food is does Paula serve to Randy and Flor with a side of Cajun ranch?
   A. Deep-fried pickles (pg 75)

4. Q. In The Lion of Mars by Jennifer L. Holm, what kind of cake does Bell decide to make for Meems?
   A. Carrot Cake (pg. 36)

5. Q. Two part question: In The Jumbies by Tracie Baptiste, other than Corinne's oranges, what are two of the fruits and vegetables being sold in the street market?
   A. Potatoes, mangos, melongene, peppers and eddoes (pg 37-39)

6. In Rez Dogs by Joseph Bruchac, what dried animal meat does Malian eat that was given to her grandparents by great uncle Phillip?
   A. Moose (pg 96)

7. In When You Trap a Tiger by Tae Keller, what does the sky god want in order to save Eggi and Unya?
   A. A story OR to be told a story (pg 38)

8. 2-part question: In The Trouble with Chickens by Doreen Cronin, what are two of the three words Tully finds suspicious on the note from the chicken coop?
   A. Behoove(s), Rendezvous, Twilight (pg. 27-28)

9. 2-part question: In Ways to Make Sunshine by Renee Watson, what are two of the items Ryan finds in the butter cookie tin discovered in her closet?
   A. Seashells OR a white handkerchief OR a postcard OR dried rose petals OR hairpins

10. In Zeus and the Thunderbolt of Doom by Joan Holub and Suzanne Williams, what Hera use to scratch a message on to the stone in Cronus's stomach?
    A. A fish bone (pg 4)

11. In Molly and the Twin Towers a 9/11 Survival Story by Jessika Fleck, what items does Molly collect from each city new city her father visits?
    A. Snow globes (pg. 7)
12. 2-part question In New From Here by Kelly Yang, what helpful adult often advises Knox to "imagine the future"? What is her job?

   A. Lily AND Therapist (pg 35)

13. In Swim Team by Johnnie Christmas, what slang term does Tinsley use to refer to Humberto’s non-brand name shoes?

   A. Bobos (pg 42)

14. In Allergic by Megan Wagner Lloyd and Michelle Mee Nutter, what is the name of the classroom animal Maggie has a sneezy allergic reaction to?

   A. Spots (pg 59)

15. In The Mixed-up Files of Mrs. Basil E. Frankenweiler by e.l. konnigsburg, in what newspaper to Claudia and Jamie read the article about the Angel statue?

   A. The New York Times (pg 56)

16. In The List of Things that Will Not Change by Rebecca Stead, on the morning of the wedding what song does Bea jokingly suggest they sing instead of "You Are My Sunshine"?

   A. Singing' in the Rain (pg 194)